**INTRODUCTION**

General practice receptionists have an important role in the delivery of primary care. For most NHS patients, they are the first point of contact with the entire service, and access is initially obtained through them. Previous studies have shown that, while receptionists assert that they wish to help patients, they are often perceived as rude, impersonal, insensitive, or officious. Although the communicative styles of receptionists are sometimes perceived as negative, this has only recently been explored through analysis of naturally occurring examples of their interaction with patients. In this paper, receptionists’ communicative styles are analysed using audio recordings made at the front desks of GP practices. The study aim is to identify reasons for the difference between the perceptions of patients and receptionists.

**METHOD**

Audio recordings of interaction between receptionists and patients were made at three GP practices, in the course of 1 working day in each practice. In addition, ethnographic information was gathered through discussions with practice and reception managers, semi-structured interviews with receptionists, and observations made while receptionists went about their work. The resulting data included detailed descriptions of the working practices of receptionists as well as information about their attitudes to and experiences of front desk work. The practices were purposively sampled to
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**Background**

GP receptionists are the first point of contact with the NHS for most patients and have an important role in facilitating access to healthcare services. There is evidence that they are often perceived as impersonal, insensitive, or officious.

**Aim**

To analyse the communicative styles of GP receptionists when dealing with patients.

**Design of study**

Ethnographically situated discourse analysis of audio recordings.

**Setting**

Three NHS GP surgeries in Scotland.

**Method**

Fine-grained transcription and stage-by-stage analysis of digital audio recordings of 283 encounters between receptionists and patients engaged in front desk business. Participants were 16 receptionists and 283 patients.

**Results**

Interaction between receptionists and patients consists mainly of verbal routines that are shaped by the administrative tasks completed through them. Receptionists adhere to these established patterns of use at all times, even when dealing with non-routine situations. Within the routine framework, receptionists communicate with patients using styles that display three dominant approaches: task-centred, conventionally polite, and rapport building. Receptionists who adopt a task-centred approach use forms with minimal interpersonal content, while those who use conventionally polite forms or those associated with rapport building, give attention to establishing positive relationships with patients. There is no evidence that any stylistic approach is more efficient than another. There is, however, evidence that excessive adherence to routine verbal behaviour has an adverse impact on problem solving.

**Conclusion**

Most receptionist discourse consists of the repetition of established verbal routines. Receptionists adopt verbal styles that are predominantly task centred, conventionally polite, or rapport building. Although all three styles enable the completion of reception work with similar levels of efficiency, task-centred styles may appear over-direct. The use of a routine approach when dealing with problematic situations can inhibit and delay their resolution.
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provide contrasts in size, social setting and levels of training received by receptionists (Table 1).

Following meetings to explain the study, all receptionists at each of the three practices agreed to take part in the research. A research assistant gave an information sheet and verbal explanation to all patients who were eligible to provide consent, and to parents accompanying children, as soon as they entered practices on the day of recording, and if they were willing to participate, asked them to hand in a consent form to a receptionist when they reached the front desk. Recordings were made and interaction observed.

To permit fine-grained analysis of the verbal features of the interaction, the audio recordings were transcribed in detail using a modified version of the Jefferson system in which standard orthography is supplemented by additional information about features such as pauses, hesitation, intonation, overlapping talk, and voice quality. Details are shown in Box 1. The names of all participants have been changed.

Conversation analysis, a methodology now increasingly adopted in primary care research, was then carried out to determine both how receptionist–patient talk unfolded turn by turn and sequence by sequence, and how the interactional practices used to complete different front desk activities were structured. Following this, the typical stages present in each activity were identified, and also the routine verbal actions through which receptionists and patients carry out their work. Examples of the stages and verbal actions typically present in the activity of checking in are shown in Table 2.

Following the organisation of the data into these detailed categories, a comparison was made of the different means of carrying out the same routine verbal actions. Table 3 shows a range of differing routines for making a service offer.

Finally, interpersonal styles were categorised using criteria from politeness theory. The consent was given by 16 receptionists and 283 patients. All receptionists agreed to take part. The consent rate of patients was 69.3%. All 16 receptionists and 177 patients (62.5%) were female; 92% of patients also completed questionnaires that provided information about age and sex (Table 4). This information was not available for non-consenting patients.

Receptionists and patients were involved in 12 different types of activity. The core activities of making appointments, checking in, and ordering or collecting repeat prescriptions accounted for almost

How this fits in

General practice receptionists believe that they are doing their best for patients, sometimes in difficult circumstances, yet patients often describe them as impersonal, insensitive, or officious. The work of receptionists with patients is carried out through verbal interaction but little has hitherto been known about the structure and content of this talk. The analysis in this study of naturally occurring interaction between receptionists and patients fills this gap in knowledge of front desk work, providing evidence that, in contrast with participants in service encounters in other settings, some receptionists are extremely direct in their verbal behaviour and focus on task completion or the maintenance of bureaucratic routines to the exclusion of interpersonal concerns and attention to the voice of the patient. It is suggested that this may account for the disparity between receptionists’ positive intentions and some negative perceptions of their behaviour.

**Table 1. Profiles of participating practices.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Practice B</th>
<th>Practice C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of GPs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of receptionists</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients per GP</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social demography</td>
<td>Semi-rural, deprived</td>
<td>Inner-city, deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptionist training</td>
<td>3 had attended specialist courses</td>
<td>All had attended specialist courses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figures are rounded up or down to the nearest multiple of 10.

**Box 1. Transcription conventions.**

R: receptionist  
P: patient  
? rising intonation  
. a stop indicates the micro-interval between segments of speech  
(1) a stop in round brackets indicates a pause of less than one second  
(2) a number in round brackets indicates a pause timed to the nearest second  
:: a colon indicates lengthening of a sound, with additional colons indicating further lengthening  
no underlining indicates a word spoken louder than those around it  
pres- a dash immediately after an item indicates that the speaker has broken off before completing the utterance  
[ square brackets on successive lines indicate the beginning of simultaneous speech  
= = equals signs indicate that there is no interval between adjacent utterances  
(mhm) curly brackets enclose brief utterances made during another speaker's turn, which show acknowledgement of what is being said  
(sighs) italicised text in round brackets indicates either contextual information or non-verbal vocalisations  
hh indicates a unit of laughter
90% of all encounters, with queries covering a further 6% and registrations just over 1% (Table 5).

The three main stages through which activities were carried out were opening, information check, and service provision. Two or more verbal actions were completed during each stage. During opening, receptionists made service offers and patients gave reasons for attendance; during information check, receptionists (or patients) asked for information, which patients (or receptionists) provided; during service provision, receptionists issued information and/or instructions, which patients accepted or rejected. In the case of patient rejection there was repetition of stages; in the case of patient acceptance, encounters were then brought to a close (Table 6).

When different ways of carrying out the same action were compared, individual receptionists were found to have three dominant communicative approaches. These can be described as task-centred, conventionally polite, and rapport-building.

Routine language styles
The contrasts between the three dominant approaches are shown clearly when the different ways in which receptionists carry out routine verbal actions in each stage of an encounter are compared. In task-centred encounters, receptionists offer service by elicitation, make information checks through direct questions, and issue service instructions or information through imperatives, direct statements, or brief acknowledgements (Box 2, A). In conventionally polite encounters, receptionists use indirect questions to offer service, gather information using indirect requests, and issue service instructions or information using modal verbs such as ‘could’ and ‘would’, and conditional constructions with ‘if’ (Box 2, B). In rapport-building encounters, receptionists offer service implicitly through greetings and personalise their routine behaviour with an overlay of less formal relational talk, for example by using first names to address patients, making brief personal comments, and sharing laughter (Box 2, C).

Individual styles are subject to constant adjustment in response to reactions from conversational partners, leading to the alternation or combination of different approaches by the same speaker. Nevertheless, although receptionists did not always adhere rigidly to one format, different approaches were dominant in the speech of different individuals and at different practices. The receptionists at Practice B showed the most awareness of customer relations by making use of one of the more patient-centred styles, those at Practice C paid the least attention to interpersonal
concerns, and those at Practice A fell between the other two practices, showing wide variation in their communicative choices.

Non-routine comments from patients
Although most of the front desk talk of patients was restricted to routine matters, there were occasions when less predictable topics were introduced. These situations were the most revealing of the communicative approaches of receptionists. Receptionists who took a strongly task-centred approach ignored all patient comments, including apologies and attempts at small talk, and maintained a narrow focus on task completion. Receptionists with more patient-centred communicative styles were likely to acknowledge apologies, respond to small talk and, if patients were well known to them, engage in teasing and shared laughter. Examples of the contrasting styles are shown in Boxes 3 and 4. In the extract in Box 3 the receptionist continues with her routine, ignoring the personal information which the patient volunteers, whereas the receptionist in the extract in Box 4 not only acknowledges and develops the personal topic that is introduced by the patient, but also shares laughter with him.

Non-routine service situations
Routine procedures at the three reception desks did not always run smoothly. For instance, there were sometimes long waits for patients or failure to meet their precise appointment needs. There were also occasional administrative errors, particularly in the issuing of prescriptions and the handling of test samples. Although receptionists successfully resolved the problems that resulted from these errors, in doing so some omitted interpersonal aspects of communication, disclaimed responsibility, and failed to apologise. Efficient communication was also sometimes hampered when receptionists adhered to routines but did not attend to the non-routine concerns of patients. This is illustrated by the extract in Box 5, in which the non-routine situation is the loss of the patient’s test sample.

There are three occasions in this encounter (highlighted in bold font) when the receptionist shows that she has not grasped the details of the patient’s problem. The first comes immediately after the patient’s lengthy exposition (lines 1–6 and 8–9). Although the receptionist’s acknowledgement tokens (lines 3 and 4) suggest that she is listening carefully, when she takes her own turn it becomes apparent that she is responding only to the patient’s request to see her GP (lines 4–5). Thus, she first indicates that the doctor is not currently available (line 10) and then offers a telephone appointment (line 12), not taking into account the patient’s earlier announcement that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. Verbal actions carried out at each stage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2. Interpersonal approaches of receptionists in checking-in routines.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: nine twenty . Dr Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: yes . I’ve booked you in . that’s alright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Conventionally polite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: can I help you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: got an appointment at ten o’clock with Dr Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: and your name please?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: Carole Hillenbrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: aha . okay . if you’ll just have a seat in the waiting room please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Rapport building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: hi there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: hi . got an appointment for; Robin Ritchie at twenty to two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: aha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: or twenty to three sorry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: what was your name [please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: [hhhh . Anne Alem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: hh hh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: ha [ha ha ha ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: [ha ha ha ha . Right Anne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: memory’s away and a’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: ((to patient’s small children)) hello girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: have you been good girls for your mum?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: the three lassies? . no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R: no?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P: nah [they do nothing but fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((continues))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Box 3. Task focus.

R: can he come at . four forty-five on the twenty-eighth?
P: that’s fine
( )
P: oh . that’s his birthday!
R: what’s the first name?
P: eh . Martin () four forty-five

Box 4. Rapport building.

1 R: will I write it down for you? or
2 P: please . if you don’t mind
3 R: yep
(3)
4 P: got a full appointment diary you see and you’ve got to keep it [up to date
5 6 R: [hh hh aye ]got a busy. busy life style
6 P: [hh hh . what you laughing at?
8 R: hh hh hh hh hh

Repeat prescription. While waiting for the prescription slip she has begun a conversation with another patient who is queuing at the desk. After a break of approximately 20 seconds the receptionist returns with the prescription slip, at the same time checking that the patient has no additional needs, and receiving a polite confirmation (lines 1–3). There is then a micro-pause (line 4) during which the two patients resume their conversation. The receptionist attracts the patient’s attention by calling out her first name before issuing a sharp instruction in a style reminiscent of a teacher–pupil exchange (line 5–6). The patient shows contrition (line 7), after which the receptionist persists with her instruction (line 8) before returning to routine business.

DISCUSSION

Summary of main findings

This study uncovers features of receptionists’ communicative styles that may give rise to negative perceptions of their behaviour, showing that there are occasions when receptionists omit interpersonal aspects of communication or fail to attend to the patient’s voice, perhaps because they are concentrating on task completion or because they are adhering to entrenched verbal routines. There is no evidence that adopting an impersonal verbal style allows receptionists to complete their work more quickly or resolve service requests more successfully. The discourse of receptionists consists to a large extent of repetition of the verbal routines that allow them to accomplish front desk tasks efficiently. Unconsidered application of these routines can lead either to coercive behaviour or to neglect of the patient’s concerns, in the latter case resulting in misunderstanding and reduced efficiency, since the length of an encounter is extended when communication problems have to be sorted out.

Strengths and limitations of the study

For the first time, a corpus of examples of naturally occurring encounters between receptionists and patients has been created, providing an authentic record of front desk talk and an opportunity to observe how receptionists actually carry out their work. The corpus consists of a cross-section of routine front desk interactions but includes no examples of violent or abusive behaviour by patients. This was observed during data collection but did not involve consenting patients. There are also precedents which suggest that the study would have been enhanced if video rather than audio recordings had been obtained, but neither these nor detailed observations on the non-verbal behaviour of participants were available because of ethical constraints resulting from the presence of non-
consenting patients at front desks at the time of recording. Analysis of the corpus has revealed the patterns of variation in receptionist communication that could give rise to both negative and positive judgements of their performance. Although the study is based on a broad sample of 16 receptionists and 283 patients, the self-selection of participants and their awareness that recordings were being made may have affected their behaviour. In future studies it may also be useful to obtain stimulated recall of the interaction from participants.

Comparison with existing literature

Recent studies that consider the work of GP receptionists have discussed their position within the organisational framework of primary care and their role in ensuring that bureaucratic procedures are followed, clearly demonstrating their importance as the public face of a practice and the first point of contact for patients. In addition, it has been pointed out that a practice is a ‘human service organisation’, which ideally demands an empathic affective stance from its staff. Studies of receptionists in specialist clinics confirm the relationship between communicative behaviour and outcomes for patients. It is known both that the use of personalised language by service providers has a positive impact on customer relations, and that health treatment outcomes improve when there is a personal element in the interaction between patients and practitioners. There is also recognition that strict adherence to task-focused communication routines has a negative effect, particularly so when institutional procedures repeatedly take precedence over interpersonal concerns. This study shows how, at times, the bureaucratic responsibilities of receptionists institutionalise their communicative behaviour, narrowing the focus of their attention and leading to omission of the small signals of politeness or rapport that help to oil the wheels of communication. It may thus account, at least in part, for the negative view of receptionists expressed by some patients.

Implications for future research and clinical practice

Training in language use cannot be prescriptive, because the appropriateness of different styles varies with speakers and situations. There are occasions such as emergencies when directness is essential, and contexts in which conventional politeness may appear over-distant or a rapport-building approach over-familiar. There is, nevertheless, a case for making receptionists aware that effective work with patients must involve careful listening and some level of personal attention, as well as the successful completion of administrative routines. Training provision for reception staff currently remains patchy (personal communication
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Box 5. Test problem.

(opening omitted)

1 P: I had a letter from Dr Maxwell this morning to say the bowel test I had handed in they hadn’t received it and that’s nearly four weeks ago (R: mhm) and I phoned and told her secretary that it was returned (R: mhm) immediately, and I just wondered if Dr Maxwell was available to see what’s gonna happen now because I’m going on holiday next week

7 R: well. I’ll tell you. ehm

(几句省略)

10 R: aye. they’re due to start surgery

11 P: aye

12 R: ehm. would you be able to phone in on Monday’s speaking (time

13 P: [no .

14 I’m away on holiday [as I was saying

15 R: [oh . you’re away on Monday . oh

16–23 (P again explains holiday plans and expresses fear that she will have to repeat the test)

24 R: ehm. well I would imagine if that was the case they would get in touch with you

26–30 (P again explains that the doctor has been trying to get in touch with her)

31 R: what’s your name?

32 P: Mrs Susan Grayling

(8)

33 R: and what’s your date of birth?

34 P: twenty-nine thirty-two

(.)

35 R: and Dr Maxwell’s been trying to contact you you say?

36–37 (P confirms that the doctor has been trying to contact her

38 R: right . if you want to have a wee seat I’ll see if I can get in touch with Dr Greene to . eh . with Dr Maxwell (P: Maxwell)

40 to let her know that you’re in . and you wanted to know

41 a

42 P: no

43 R: no?

44 P: no . I . sh- . they (lowers voice) you have lost my bowel test

45 that I handed in here

46 R: oh. (lowered voice) right . right . aha

47–54 (P restates details of problem)

55 R: no . no . right . if you just have a seat (.) I’ll see what I can do
Box 6. Prescription problem.

1 R: is that it Carol?
2 P: that's everything thanks
3 R: that's everything thanks
4 (P continues conversation with another patient who is waiting at the desk)
5 R: if you need this one ((repeat prescription)). Carol.
6 finish with me first please would you
7 P: sorry
8 R: if you need this one ((repeat prescription)). Carol.
9 . if you want it after you've seen the doctor let me know

Association of Medical Secretaries, Practice Managers, Administrators and Receptionists, and local providers of training course). The authors believe that this study provides further evidence that the situation needs to change and they therefore support the view that an increase in the resources committed to receptionist training would lead to benefits for patients.
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